
UU Study Abroad Report Form

Family name: 

First name: 

Student number: 

Faculty/college: REBO 

Level:  bachelor  master  PhD  other 

Name degree programme: Economics and Business Economics 

Destination city & country Riverside, United States 

Name host institution 
and/or 
company/organisation 

University of California, Riverside 

Purpose of exchange  study/courses  work placement  field work  other 

Departure date 
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

26/08/2017 

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 04/01/2018 

Preparation 

Exchange/placement application process: 

I wanted to go abroad since the beginning of my studies, specifically a country which would not be 

feasible without an exchange program (due to excessive tuition costs). As we all know, the United 

States has generally very high tuition fees. Doing my undergrad (bachelor) or grad (master) 

programme solely there would therefore not be possible. I decided early on that the United States 

would be on top of my list of destination countries, I can’t explain why; it was just a gut feeling. 

At first UMass Boston was my first choice, but after reading reviews of the school (which were not 

bad, just not what I expected) and considering the fact that it’s pretty cold there in winter, I decided 

to put University of California (UC) as my number one choice. This was in December 2016. UC gave 

out like 50 spots for Utrecht University as a whole, but only around 30 people applied for UC, which 

meant that everyone who applied got admitted, great success! 

Next up was choosing one of the UC campuses, they’re located all over California. I chose the 

campuses mainly based on the courses they offered, and also took into account the culture at the 

campus. For example, at UC Berkeley they have a really “rebellious” culture, which shows in the 

many protests taking place. I really dislike that kind of culture, and I was not to select a school 

based on its good name or ranking. In the end, I had UC Riverside as my first choice since they 



offered interesting courses, it is located in Southern California so good weather, and it’s not a 

popular choice at all which I liked as well, since it’s more of a surprise what I’ll experience. 

Counselling/support at home university: 

I went to my study advisor of Utrecht School of Economics a few times, but it wasn’t really 

necessary nor helpful to be honest since the course manual of the Fall 2017 quarter wasn’t released 

till June or something, so I couldn’t select courses anyway. I’ll come back to this later. 

Academic preparation: 

I didn’t fail any classes in Utrecht so that wasn’t a problem. 

Language preparation: 

My entire undergrad programme is taught in English so this wasn’t a problem. I also didn’t have to 

do a TOEFL or equivalent test. 

Finances: 

In my second year I just worked a lot at my side jobs and saved money. The most expensive part 

was rent at $1000(!) a month, I’ll come back to this at the subsection Accommodation. 

Study/placement abroad period 

Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues): 

I had to submit a study programme (a plan showing the courses I intended to follow abroad) before 

the end of April. However, the course manual of fall 2017 quarter wasn’t released then. So I had to 

pick courses based on the course manual of fall 2016. My (preliminary) study programme was 

approved. Around June the course manual of fall 2017 was released and I selected the courses I 

wanted to follow, this study programme was again approved. The registration for classes of UCR 

was in August, and it was a pain to actually register for classes since they didn’t enter the 

prerequisites in my student account so I was “too novice” to follow any of the classes which, being 

third/fourth-year courses, had prerequisites of course. Sending an email to the coordinator of the 

economics faculty solved this and he was of really great help. He advised and registered me for 

courses. I forgot to communicate this with the board of examiners, and due some 

miscommunication my actual study plan was accepted half October, even though my quarter had 

already started for a few weeks. I noticed that as long as it is somewhat related to your major 

(economics in my case), the courses will be accepted. 

Academic quality of education/placement activities: 

The level of the tests was quite low. Most of the tests were just the same as the homework 

exercises or mock exams, with for example only a little variation in the numbers. During the first 

exam I thought the teacher made a mistake since it was almost identical to the mock exam, but it 

turned out that’s just the US style of testing. The courses also weren’t as in depth as in Utrecht, 

part of this is due to the fact that the norm there is following four courses, opposed to two in 

Utrecht. Being an exchange student from Utrecht, as long as you do all the homework exercises 

and study them thoroughly before the test, you’ll be able to get a good grade I reckon. 

Counselling/support at host institution/organisation: 

The communication with UCR was hilariously bad. A few weeks before the start of the quarter I got 

an invoice of UCR stating that I have to pay around $12k. They forgot to add that I am an 

exchange student and thus cleared from any tuition or fees. I mailed like every possible office of 



UCR, since the date payable was end of September. If you failed to pay by then you had to pay an 

extra late-payment fee. A few days before the date payable I received an email back stating that 

they made a mistake and I wasn’t billable for $12k, so all was well. (Fun fact: half October I got 

another email back from a different office stating that they couldn’t see what I meant, since my 

student account clearly showed that I was waived from the tuition fees. Talk about timely 

responses!) 

Transfer of credits: 

I followed three four-unit courses and one five-unit course. The four-unit courses were transferred 

to 8 ECTS and the five-unit course to 10 ECTS. I got three A’s and one A+, which were transferred 

to 9 and a 10 respectively. I was very surprised and very glad with this result! 

Student life 

Welcome/orientation programme: 

UCR hosted an introduction week for the international students at the end of September, which was 

great. We had a campus tour, other welcome activities and many opportunities to meet fellow 

(international) students. They also organised trips to Universal Studios and Santa Monica which you 

should definitely join. There are so called IPAs (international peer advisors) who are students 

willing to help/hang out with international students. Some IPAs were really chill and ended up being 

close friends. 

Accommodation: 

Finding accommodation was a pain. Housing is very expensive, especially if you don’t want a 

roommate. There are several apartment complexes nearby, but monthly rent is mostly north of 

$600 if you stay for a full year. Since I only stayed for a quarter rent would be around $900 

monthly, and then you’re still sharing an apartment with three others. I ended up finding a room in 

a house via Airbnb. I met up with the landlord and we wrote our own contract (to avoid Airbnb 

fees) for $1000 monthly. This of course is a lot but it was a big house with a great garden to throw 

parties in. It actually used to be one of the most important houses of the most famous frat of UCR, 

so many people who came over already had been at the house before for parties. It was also only a 

three min bike ride away from campus, so all-in-all it was expensive but good. 

Leisure/culture: 

Downtown Riverside is quite nice to visit a few times. Especially in December there’s the festival of 

lights which attracts visitors from all over California. If you want to do more stuff you have to go to 

LA (e.g. LA auto show, escape room, beaches). Fortunately almost every American student owns a 

car so it’s easy to hitch a ride if you’re friends with them. After thanksgiving we went black Friday 

shopping overnight (left at 11PM and arrived back home at 5AM) and the shopping centre was still 

extremely crowded! 

Suggestions/tips: 

Buy a bike, as a true Dutch you of course want to bike everywhere: it’s fast and Americans will be 

amazed by your bike riding skills (e.g. eating a sandwich and riding at the same time is seen as 

witchcraft by them). Also make the most of the first week: join every activity and get as many 

numbers/snapchats/facebook from IPAs (American students) and other international students. 

Americans are very open and will always be willing to hangout (but beware of the American 



superficial attitude). 

Conclusions 

Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain: 

Yes! Since there aren’t many other (European) international students you won’t meet many other 

Dutch people so you really have to speak English all the time which is great for your language 

skills. 

Do you have any additional advice or comments?: 

Start looking for housing early, but don’t be scared if you don’t have housing when you arrive, I 

only found something on the first day of orientation. 



UU Study Abroad Report Form

Faculty/college: UCR 

Level:  bachelor  master  PhD  other 

Name degree programme: Liberal Arts and Sciences 

Destination city & country Riverside, United States 

Name host institution 
and/or 
company/organisation 

University of California, Riverside 

Purpose of exchange  study/courses   work placement  field work   other 

Departure date 
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

21/12/2016 

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 27/06/2017 

Preparation 

Exchange/placement application process: 

The process itself was very clear and not that difficult. The most frustrating part is waiting for the 

reply about whether or not you’ve been chosen for the exchange.  

Counselling/support at home university: 

It was very helpful throughout both the application and preparation processes. 

Academic preparation: 

I didn’t do anything specific to prepare for courses taken in the host university. The course load in 

the university I went to appeared to be smaller, but it was nonetheless challenging, just in other 

ways. 

Language preparation: 

Since UCR is an English-taught program, I also didn’t do anything extra as a language preparation. 

Finances: 

I knew that studying in the US and living there would be more expensive than in the Netherlands, 

but I didn’t know what exactly to expect in terms of accommodation prices, groceries and 

transportation. California is the second most expensive state in the US, so be ready to pay a little 

extra just because it is California (though, I went to NYC after my exchange, and believe me living 

in California is more affordable than living in NY).  

Groceries: I spent around $30-40 a week on groceries and I tried to eat mainly at home since 

that’s what I’m used to and I personally think it is cheaper that way.  

Transportation: Since I don’t have a licence, it was a little tricky for me to get around at first. 

However, once you get used to using busses and trains, it gets easier. Students of UC Riverside can 

ride a bus for free. Trains cost $10 for a round trip during the weekend and $19 for a round trip 



throughout the week. 

Accommodation: I myself paid $600 for a furnished apartment where I lived with one more person. 

There were cheaper options, however, those apartments were coming unfurnished and that was not 

an option for me. 

Study/placement abroad period 

Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues): 

I was able to get into the majority of courses I wanted even though they were in high demand. Our 

academic advisor in the host university was very helpful in that sense, since she was able to sign us 

up for the course earlier than other students were able to register. The programme itself has a very 

broad range of courses in many different departments and if I wanted to, I could have signed up for 

any of those courses. There were no particular restrictions.  

Academic quality of education/placement activities: 

The quality of the art programme at UC Riverside is fantastic! They have the whole building 

dedicated to the department of arts and hence, they have many facilities (such as photo labs, art, 

music and theatre studios), which are not available for me in my home university. All the 

professors in the art department are also practicing artists, so they are very much aware of current 

tendencies and demands. 

Counselling/support at host institution/organisation: 

There was such an option, however, I didn’t really have a need to use anything. 

Transfer of credits: 

As for now, I expect to get the required amount of credits transferred. 

Student life 

Welcome/orientation programme: 

I believe that if you come for a Fall quarter, the university has a big orientation programme. 

However, I came in January and the orientation was only a small presentation, touching upon some 

of the main questions new (international) students might have.  

Accommodation: 

It was not hard to get a room, since at some point of the application process you have a chance 

apply for on-campus accommodation, if you wish to do so. 

Leisure/culture: 

Since you live in a town and close by a big city, it was not hard to find things to do. Furthermore, 

there are lots of committees and clubs, which one could join. There is also a gym, to which 

students have free access. 

Suggestions/tips: 

Conclusions 

Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain: 

I would definitely recommend UC Riverside if you’re thinking of going on exchange, especially if 

you’re an Art major. Besides the university having wonderful facilities, there are also lots of 

museums in the area, which you’ve most likely heard of because they possess works by some great 

masters in their collections. And it’s no secret that the weather in Southern California is amazing, 



so that’s also something to keep in mind while deciding where to go.  

Overall, I think everyone can find something to their liking in America. It is a very versatile country, 

and if you think that California as a state is not something you would like, there are 49 other 

states, which you might find more appropriate for your taste  But I do believe that America is 

worth experiencing.  

Do you have any additional advice or comments?: 

Go on exchange and enjoy every minute of it! 

mailto:exchange@qdesk.uu.nl
mailto:verslagen.internationaloffice@uu.nl
http://www.uu.nl/students/exchange
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UU Study Abroad Report Form 

faculty/college Roosevelt Academy University College

level X bachelor master PhD other

name degree programme Arts and Humanities

destination city & country Riverside, California, U.S.A.

name host institution and/or

company/organization

University of California Riverside, EAP Program

purpose of exchange X study/courses work placement field work other

departure date (dd/mm/yyyy) 05 / 09 / 2011

return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 22 /12 / 2011

preparation

exchange/placement application process

To apply for my exchange I firstly had to get approval from my own university to be eligible to apply for an exchange

place. This was based on my GPA and the amount of credits I had received so far. After getting approval I filled in

the forms to apply for exchange at the University of Utrecht. It was a lot of work and I needed quite some signatures

from the exchange officer at my own university so I was glad I started this process in time (about a year before I

was expecting to go on exchange, thus September 2010. I decided to go to the U.S.A. and my three main choices

for universities were: (1) University of California (has 12 campuses), (2) University of Florida, (3) University of New

Hampshire. Ultimately I was accepted to the University of California, however it took quite some time to hear at

what campus I would be studying, which was in Riverside!

counselling/support at home university

To prepare for my exchange I did  not receive a lot of counselling from my home university, mostly they were there

to supply me with the necessary signatures, but I did not  have any meetings in which my choices of going on

exchange were discussed with regard to my studies on the whole. I did go to an exchange information session in

Utrecht as preparation, this was mostly focused at getting information on how to obtain a Visum, picking courses

and other practical information. It was a nice meeting, however unfortunately they did not have any contact info on

a student that had been in Riverside before me, thus I had to find out mostly everything about how this amazing

campus works on my own.

academic preparation

To prepare myself academically for my exchange I tried to take all my remaining prerequisite courses for my

graduation in the semesters before my exchange, so that I was completely free to pick all the fun courses they had

to offer at my exchange university. This did not completely work out due to technical issues, however I can

strongly recommend anyone to do this, since you want to be free to fill up on interesting courses outside of you

major while being abroad, or of course take lots of courses within your major that are not offered at your home

university, anyhow it is smart to finish your prerequisite courses, such as language tracks and major requirements,

before departure, since your cannot always be certain courses on exchange will be valued the same.

language preparation

I did not have to do much language preparation since I studied at an international university already and my

English was fluent. Therefore I did not encounter any language difficulties on exchange. Though it has to be said

that mastering the Spanish language is certainly an advantage in Southern California.

finances
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To prepare myself financially for my exchange I saved a lot of money in the foregoing months, because I knew I

wanted to go on exchange for a long time already I luckily had already saved quite some money to fulfil this dream

and this was definitely necessary, because living in the U.S.A. is not cheap, plus a plane ticket and Visa costs

have to be accounted for as well, next to all kinds of other expenses that have to do with organizing such a big

trip. It helped me a lot to fill in the Financial Plan Form of the UU, because if you take it seriously you can

calculate quite well what kind of expenses you can expect. My parents also supported me financially when I

needed this, though by planning well I managed to pay for most of my exchange myself.

study/placement abroad period

study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues)

The study programme on the Riverside campus was well organized and had a very broad content. There were so

many different courses to choose that it was hard to pick just four to take in my time being here. Interesting to note

is that the first two weeks of classes count as the enrolment period, for you can just go to courses you are not

enrolled in and try to talk to the teacher and get permission to enrol. Also you can still drop courses. I did this

myself and it worked very well.

academic quality of education/placement activities

The education at Riverside was of good quality and there are some really amazing teachers at this campus! To be

honest compared to RA (Roosevelt Academy) the courses were not as challenging, but I still learned a lot, it

depends more on what kind of student you are. The science course I did was most disappointing though on the

level of difficulty, for it was more comparable to the Dutch high school level of biology than the college level. On

the contrary the history and creative writing courses I took were very well planned and content wise interesting

and inspiring.

counselling/support at host institution/organisation

The orientation day was very useful to resolve remaining questions concerning enrolment and other practical

arrangements, and also to meet the exchange officer. She was always available through e-mail or for a meeting to

answer any questions by exchange students.

transfer of credits

My transfer of credits did not at all go well for when I came back I discovered after multiple inquiries that I had a

credit shortage. I will explain how this happened. Upon arrival at UCR, I was able to enrol in 4 wonderful courses,

these 4 courses counted as 16 course units. In my contact with RA about the approval of my learning agreement,

my proposal of these courses was accepted by both my tutor and the Educational Affairs Officer. Despite this,

upon return I was told my, in total, 16 UCR units are only worth 8 RA units, which gave me a shortage of two full

RA courses. This problem occurred with regard to the UCR quarter semester system, in which units are counted

as quarter units and thus have a different value than course units of my home university. However, I already had

worries about the fact that I was going to a quarter semester system, and only for one quarter of approximately ten

weeks, therefore I asked for extra confirmation on whether my course enrolment at UCR would suffice for RA. I

received only confirmations to my study plan for my exchange. Still, I had to use the credits of a summercourse

and an extra wintercourse to solve the alleged credit shortage problem, which was very frustrating in the last

semester of my bachelor education. What would have been better is if I would have been advised to take two

quarter semesters in Riverside, taking 3 courses in each semester, this would have worked out perfectly. For

taking 4 courses ( as I did) in one quarter is already the maximum study load, so I could not have done this any

other way. I would have rather gone in the winter and spring semester (two quarter semesters straight after each

other from January to mid-June). This way I could have stayed longer (for 4 months sounds long but actually is

really short when it comes down to it) and I would not have had a problem with my credits.

student life
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welcome/orientation programme

The orientation programme consisted of one day in which the administration was organized and there was the

opportunity to meet other exchange students ( it was a day organized only for exchange/transferring students).

The rest of the week there were voluntary events that you could sign up for, I did not partake in these events

however they all seemed a lot of fun to do, such as climbing the C (climbing the mountain across of the university

towards the big yellow C, which indicates Riverside as a University of California city). You should definitely do this

at least once when being here.

accommodation

Finding a place to live can prove to be very difficult, so start on time! What I had to figure out for myself is that it is

basically impossible to arrange on campus housing when you are not staying for a full academic year, but only for

4 months. Therefore I used the UCR Housing website to search for rooms offered by home owners, also craigslist

is a good option to search for housing. Additionally to e-mailing people that offered housing I also placed an

advertisement myself on the UCR website, looking for housing, this helped a lot, because even though I

responded to a lot of people’s offers in the end I found a room because someone approached me. From what I

heard and saw from other exchange students it is cheaper to live off-campus and possibly also more fun. Living

close to the university is nice because it is a walkable distance, however renting a car is also an option as I

discovered and it is very useful since with a car you are far more mobile.

leisure/culture

There are a lot of leisure activities to do around Riverside for it is very nicely located, one hour from L.A., 90

minutes from San Diego, close to all the beaches and about 5 hours from Las Vegas and the Grand Canyon. Also

in Riverside itself there are things to do, such as climbing the C, swimming in your pool (virtually all houses have a

pool), going to Getaway café with your friends (this is the university café next to the campus) and much more. Like

I said before  you are really close to L.A., so you can go and visit Hollywood, Universal Studios, Santa Monica Pier

and such. Riverside is an awesome place to live in my opinion and I was never bored!

suggestions/tips

Try to make friends with other exchange students with whom you can discover California. I had my own group of

exchange friends and we did everything together, such as planning a trip to San Francisco and Las Vegas. It is

nice to have other exchange friends for they have also not seen all the beautiful places of California yet thus they

are just as excited to travel as you are, plus it is nice to have some friends with whom you can discuss all the

culture differences between America and your own country.

conclusions

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain

I would definitely recommend the Riverside campus to others planning to go on exchange! Of course all the

campus locations in California, especially Southern California, are amazing, but the Riverside campus has

definitely charmed me. The campus itself is very green and has a nice view on the mountains. There are a myriad

of courses to choose from, the teachers are great and the student life is overall very chill. There is always some

student activity to join when you decide not to study for a night and in the weekends there are plenty of house

parties.  Riverside has amazing weather too, which is not such an academical reason to go here, but is definitely a

plus.

do you have any additional advice or comments?

Before you make your choice of what campuses your prefer to be put in study the information per campus, look at

the courses and check whether there is a campus that has a special program for your interests (such as a writing

program), and base your choice on this information.




